
T500/T500e/SS500 & T300/T300e/SS300
Lithium-ion Battery Promotion

LIMITED TIME OFFER

Why Lithium-Ion?

• Improved Uptime: Fast charging, 
longer runtimes and opportunity 
charging to minimize idle time

• Low Operating Costs: Fewer battery 
replacements, no battery watering, 
lower charging costs and minimal 
training required

Machines will start shipping in November!

T500/T500e/SS500 Offering*:
- Single & Dual Battery Options

- Single: Up to 2.3 hrs runtime
- Dual: Up to 4.6 hrs runtime 

- 650W Charger (on-board and off-
board available)

- Free upgrade to Single Lithium-Ion 
Battery
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Promotion offer is valid from October 9th, 2023, to December 31, 2023. Promotion only valid in Canada and United States. Promotion period may end any time without 
notice, contact  sales rep to verify promotional discount availability. Propanel and Telemetry enabled machines are not eligible. Promo code T300LION23 or 
T500LION23 must be provided at time of order to receive discount. Tennant has the right to end this promotion early. Please work with your Tennant Sales 
Representative to ensure qualification and that the correct discounts are applied. 10/09/2023

T300/T300e/SS300 Offering*:
- Single Battery Only

- Up to 2.6 hrs runtime
- 650W Charger (on-board and 

off-board available)
- Free Upgrade to Lithium-Ion

• Enhanced Safety: No risk of 
encountering battery acid and no 
harmful gases produced during 
charging

• Great Value: Eliminates all worries 
associated with traditional wet batteries

*Pro-panel and Telemetry enabled machines not eligible 

Orders through December 31st , 2023

 your Tennant



Lithium-ion Battery Promotion

T500/T500e/SS500 Pricing 

If a customers wants the dual battery configuration the 2nd Lithium-ion battery list price is $2,830 USD

Note 4a: Lithium-ion batteries require a compatible lithium-ion charger
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